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Labour Composite

a) Cu.m. 1423.75 14584.40 7.2
Cu.ft.. 40.30 413.05

b) Cu.m. - 2280.90
Cu.ft.. - 64.60

c) Extra if 1 : 1 : 2 mix is used in item 7-1(a) above Cu.m. - 3731.35
Cu.ft.. - 105.65

d) Cu.m. - 4376.90
Cu.ft.. - 123.95

e) Deduct if 1 : 2 : 4 mix is used in item 7-1(a) above Cu.m. - 533.70
Cu.ft.. - 15.10

f) Cu.m. - 5002.15
Cu.ft.. - 141.65

a) Cu.m. 1674.45 15041.35 7.3
Cu.ft.. 47.40 426.00

b) Cu.m. - 1992.80
Cu.ft.. - 56.45

c) Extra if 1 : 1 : 2 mix is used in item 7-2(a) above Cu.m. - 3418.30
Cu.ft.. - 96.80

d) Cu.m. - 3806.00
Cu.ft.. - 107.80

Kg. 6.40 124.80
Lb. 2.90 56.60

a) R.M. 704.55 1127.30 7.3.6
R.ft.. 214.75 343.60

b) Extra for driving piles in tidal water over item 7-4(a) R.M. 704.55 1127.30
R.ft.. 214.75 343.60

c) R.M. 352.30 563.65
R.ft.. 107.40 171.80

d) R.M. 176.15 281.85
R.ft.. 53.70 85.90

a) R.M. 733.90 1191.90 7.3.6
R.ft.. 223.70 363.30

Sr. No.

Extra for driving piles in non-tidal water from pontoons or barges
or otherwise over item 7-4(a)

Driving of RCC precast piles of any size vertically upto 320 ft. (10
m) depth from ground level with specified penetration or set in all
kinds of soil including cost of handling and pitching the piles in 

Extra for driving piles in tidal water from pontoons or barges over
item 7-4(a)

Driving of RCC precast piles of any size vertically to depth
greater than 320ft.(10m) below ground level with specified
penetration or set in all kinds of soil including cost of handling and
pitching the piles in position.

7-1

7-2

7-5

Ref. Tech. 
Specs.

Providing and laying concrete for bored cast in situ piles by
tremie pipe or skip bucket using crushed stone 3/4" (19 mm) and
down gauge in dense homogeneous concrete nominal mix 1 : 1.33
: 2.66 having cube crushing strength of 34.5 N/mm2 at 28 days.
The concrete in the piles is to be measured by multiplying the
cross-sectional area of the pile by the length of pile as cast, from
the head to the butt of the shoe. reinforcement & boring of pile is to
be measured for payment separately.

Providing and fixing cast iron pile shoes for RCC piles with
necessary fittings.

Unit
Rate (Rs.)

Description

Deduct from item 7-1(a) if local crushed aggregate is used in place
of Margalla crushed stone.

Deduct from item 7-1(c) if local crushed aggregate is used in place
of Margalla crushed stone

Deduct from item 7-1(e) if local crushed aggregate is used in place
of Margalla crushed stone

Deduct from item 7-2(a) if local crushed aggregate is used in place
of crushed stone.

Providing and laying RCC precast piles of required size with
chamfered corners using Lawrencepur sand & Margalla crushed
aggregate 3/4" (19mm) and down gauge in dense homogeneous
concrete nominal mix 1:1.33:2.66 having cube crushing strength of
34.5N/mm2 at 28 days, including formwork and its removal,
compaction, vibration, curing, stacking at site but excluding the
cost of reinforcement.

Deduct from item 7-2(c) if local crushed aggregate is used in place
of Margalla crushed stone

7-3

7-4
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Specs.Unit
Rate (Rs.)

Description

b) Extra for driving piles in tidal water over item 7-5(a) R.M. 733.90 1191.90
R.ft.. 223.70 363.30

c) R.M. 366.95 595.95
R.ft.. 111.85 181.65

d) R.M. 183.50 298.00
R.ft.. 55.95 90.85

a) R.M. 704.55 1127.30 7.3.6
R.ft.. 214.75 343.60

b) Extra for driving piles in tidal water over item 7-6(a) R.M. 704.55 1127.30
R.ft.. 214.75 343.60

c) R.M. 352.30 563.65
R.ft.. 107.40 171.80

d) R.M. 176.15 281.85
R.ft.. 53.70 85.90

a) R.M. 733.90 1262.35 7.3.6
R.ft.. 223.70 384.75

b) Extra for driving piles in tidal water over item 7-7(a) R.M. 733.90 1262.35
R.ft.. 223.70 384.75

c) R.M. 366.95 631.20
R.ft.. 111.85 192.40

d) R.M. 183.50 315.60
R.ft.. 55.95 96.20

Cu.m. 1207.80 1335.75 7.2.5.2 (v)
Cu.ft.. 368.15 407.15

Extracting RCC piles in all kinds of soil.

a) Piles upto 18 inches (450 mm) nominal dia R.M. 504.70 638.90
R.ft.. 153.85 194.75

b) Piles above 18 inches (450 mm) nominal dia R.M. 580.40 741.45
R.ft.. 176.90 226.00

Tonne 4971.50 131225.45 7.2.4 (4)
Ton 5051.30 133331.60

Tonne 4971.50 147992.45 7.2.4 (4)
Ton 5051.30 150367.75

Providing and laying for cast in situ RCC piles intergraded
deformed reinforcement with and including the cost of
straightening, removing rust, cutting, bending, binding, welding,
wastage, overlaps as are not shown on the drawings. The cost of
binding wire and  holding  the reinforcement in position is inclusive.

Extra for driving piles in tidal water from pontoons or barges over
item 7-5(a)

Extra for driving piles in tidal water from pontoons or barges over
item 7-6(a)

Extra for driving piles in tidal water from pontoons or barges over
item 7-7(a)

Providing and laying for cast in situ RCC piles mild steel
reinforcement bars with and including the cost of straightening,
removing rust, cutting, bending, binding, welding, wastage,
overlaps as are not shown on the drawings. The cost of
binding wire and holding the reinforcement in position is
inclusive.

Extra for driving piles in non-tidal water from pontoons or barges
or otherwise over item 7-7(a)

Cutting of top of RCC piles of any size including chiseling,
dismantling, straightening the steel and disposal

Driving of RCC precast inclined piles of any size to specified
inclination and depth greater than 320 ft (10m) from ground level
with specified penetration or set in all kinds of soil including the
cost of handling and pitching the piles in position.

Extra for driving piles in non-tidal water from pontoons or barges
or otherwise over item 7-5(a)

Extra for driving piles in non-tidal water from pontoons or barges
or otherwise over item 7-6(a)

Driving of RCC precast inclined piles of any size to specified
inclination and depth upto 320 ft (10m) below ground level with
specified penetration or set in all kinds of soil including the cost of
handling and pitching the piles in position.

7-6

7-7

7-8 

7-9

7-10 

7-11 
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Specs.Unit
Rate (Rs.)

Description

Tonne 5063.00 123236.80 7.2.4 (4)
Ton 5144.25 125214.75

Tonne 5063.00 137042.30 7.2.4 (4)
Ton 5144.25 139241.85

5.3
5.4
5.5

a) 1 : 1 : 2 Cu.m. 916.55 16657.05
Cu.ft.. 25.95 471.75

b) 1 : 1.5 : 3 Cu.m. 916.55 14715.25
Cu.ft.. 25.95 416.75

c) 1 : 2 : 4 Cu.m. 916.55 5907.65
Cu.ft.. 25.95 167.30

d) Cu.m. - 1848.70
Cu.ft.. - 52.35

e) Cu.m. - 2016.80
Cu.ft.. - 57.10

f) Cu.m. - 2112.85
Cu.ft.. - 59.85

7.2.5 (i)

a) From ground level upto 250 ft (76 m) below ground level

i. 15" to 18" (375 mm to 450 mm) i/d R.M. - 7122.75
R.ft.. - 2171.05

ii. 20" to 30" (500 mm to 750 mm) i/d R.M. - 8121.00
R.ft.. - 2475.30

iii. 32" to 40" (800 to 1000 mm) i/d R.M. - 8933.10
R.ft.. - 2722.85

iv. 46" to 60" (1200 to 1500 mm) i/d R.M. - 9745.20
R.ft.. - 2970.35

Providing and laying for pile caps, grade beams and precast piles
mild reinforcement bars with and including the cost of
straightening, removing rust, cutting, bending, binding, welding,
wastage, overlaps as are not shown on the drawings. The cost of
binding wire and precast 1:2:4 cement concrete or M.S. chairs for
binding and holding  the reinforcement in position is inclusive.

Providing and laying for pile caps, grade beams, and precast pile
integrated deformed bars with and including the cost of
straightening, removing rust, cutting, bending, binding, wastage,
overlaps as are not shown on the drawings. The cost of binding
wire and precast 1:2:4 cement concrete or M.S. chairs for binding
and holding  the reinforcement in position is inclusive.

Providing and laying cement concrete using Lawrencepur sand &
Margalla crushed stone 3/4" (19 mm) and down gauge in pile caps,
tee beams, and grade beams in dense homogeneous concrete
mix including formwork and its removal, compacting, curing, and
bailing out or pumping out sub-soil water during concreting, but
excluding the cost of reinforcement.

Boring by percussion, direct rotary or reverse rotary method for
piling in any kind of soil including extraction of casing pipe and or
using bentonite as applicable in all kinds of soil except shingle,
gravel or rock.

Deduct from item 7-14(a) if local crushed aggregate is used in 
place of crushed stone

Deduct from item 7-14(b) if local crushed aggregate is used in 
place of crushed stone

Deduct from item 7-14(a) if local crushed aggregate is used in 
place of Margalla crushed stone

7-14 

7-15 

7-12 

7-13 
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Rate (Rs.)

Description

b) Exceeding 250 ft (76 m) below ground level

i. 15" to 18" (375 mm to 450 mm) i/d R.M. - 8191.15
R.ft.. - 2496.70

ii. 20" to 30" (500 mm to 750 mm) i/d R.M. - 9339.15
R.ft.. - 2846.60

iii. 32" to 40" (800 to 1000 mm) i/d R.M. - 9826.40
R.ft.. - 2995.10

iv. 46" to 60" (1200 to 1500 mm) i/d R.M. - 10719.70
R.ft.. - 3267.40

7.2.5 (b)

a) From ground level upto 250 ft (76 m) below ground level

i. 15" to 18" (375 mm to 450 mm) i/d R.M. - 14245.50
R.ft.. - 4342.10

ii. 20" to 30" (500 mm to 750 mm) i/d R.M. - 16242.00
R.ft.. - 4950.60

iii. 32" to 40" (800 to 1000 mm) i/d R.M. - 17866.20
R.ft.. - 5445.70

iv. 46" to 60" (1200 to 1500 mm) i/d R.M. - 19490.40
R.ft.. - 5940.75

b) Exceeding 250 ft (76 m) below ground level

i. 15" to 18" (375 mm to 450 mm) i/d R.M. - 16382.30
R.ft.. - 4993.40

ii. 20" to 30" (500 mm to 750 mm) i/d R.M. - 18678.30
R.ft.. - 5693.20

iii. 32" to 40" (800 to 1000 mm) i/d R.M. - 20546.15
R.ft.. - 6262.55

iv. 46" to 60" (1200 to 1500 mm) i/d R.M. - 22413.95
R.ft.. - 6831.85

Boring by percussion, direct rotary or reverse rotary method for
piling in any kind of soil including extraction of casing pipe and or
using bentonite as applicable in shingle, gravel or rock.
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